Permission for use in dissertation

CWP Editor <editor@centralwestpublishing.com>  
To: kav1854@vt.edu  
Cc: telong@vt.edu

Dear Katherine Heifferon,

Thank you for your permission request.
It is a pleasure to grant the permission to include the book chapter in your thesis.

Best wishes,
Editor, CWP

On Tue, April 16, 2019 1:11 pm, Vikas Mittal wrote:
> --------- Forwarded message ----------
> From: Katherine Heifferon <kav1854@vt.edu>
> Date: Tue, Apr 16, 2019 at 12:11 AM
> Subject: Permission for use in dissertation
> To: Vikas Mittal <vik.mittal@gmail.com>
> Cc: Tim Long <telong@vt.edu>
> 
> Dear Dr. Mittal,
>
> The chapter, Segmented LC Copolyesters, written for* Liquid Crystalline Polymers* has been added as a chapter to my dissertation. Prior to the final submission of this document following my defense I am required to receive copyright permission for each chapter that is already published. Unlike my journal articles, I could not obtain this copyright permission through the your publishers website. Would you be able to provide a written statement of permission for the inclusion of this chapter in my dissertation?
>
> Please let me know what information you will need of me.
>

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=402b20e681&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1630941861086246277&dsqt=1&simpl=msg-f%3A1630941861086246277
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> Regards,
> Katherine Heifferon
> PhD Candidate
> Department of Chemistry
> Virginia Polytechnic Institute
> 
> 
>